AAUP NEGOTIATIONS UPDATE

Your AAUP representatives met today (fifth session) with Rutgers Administration to continue negotiations on your behalf. AAUP counter-proposed:

- an increase to all Faculty and Librarian salaries of 4% retroactive to 7/1/13
- an additional 3% increase retroactive to 1/1/14
- removal of the salary range “max”
- all other provisions of the AAUP Contract remain in full force and effect through June 30, 2014
- negotiations for a comprehensive successor Contract begin soon

AAUP told Rutgers Administration that Faculty and Librarians want compensation for the 5 years without any increase and without this payment being contingent upon detrimental changes to our rights and protections.

The Administration informed us that it will respond to our proposal within one week.

Your continued support is important in this process.

Thank you and stay tuned.

https://m.facebook.com/RutgersBHSAUP
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